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Contributors

Tash Spencer is a life coach and
writer for ambitious, young
women. She loves supporting
twenty-somethings to go after
what they truly want without
being so darn hard on themselves.
Tash encourages women to let go
of the pressures to ‘do it all’ and
instead do what’s most meaningful
to them. You can also find Tash on
the interwebs as the social media
enthusiast for the Beautiful You
Coaching Academy.

Tash
Spencer

Dina
Behrman

Dina Behrman is a journalistturned-publicity coach who
lives in London, UK. She helps
ambitious female entrepreneurs
get their business seen and heard
in the media so they can share
their message and help more
people, whilst growing their
following, raising their prices and
making more sales. Download
her free publicity cheat sheet
here.

Malaine Lea is the owner
of Malaine Lea Inc. She is
a Lifestyle Architect and
Spiritual Guide for women
who want to connect with
their higher power, speak
their truth and shine their
light to the world. Through
her programs and one on one
coaching, Malaine supports
her clients to strengthen
their relationships, create
successful businesses and
open themselves up to more
money and abundance than
ever before.

Malaine Lea

Vanessa
Cabrera

Vanessa Cabrera is an online
marketing coach and speaker
who is passionate about helping
solopreneurs understand and
leverage the power of email
automation + social media to
grow their businesses. She’s an
award winning email marketer
and is a Master Certified
email-marketing expert. A
one-woman show, Vanessa
built her company to a thriving
business in just 3 years! She’s
a singlemompreneur to son
Matteo and an avid kick-boxer.

Sas Petherick is unconditionally committed to your
self-belief. She is a Coach for
Thinking Humans & Mentor
for Thoughtful Coaches and
deftly guides her clients out
of the mire of self-doubt.
With a Master's degree in
Coaching and Mentoring from
Oxford Brookes University,
and as a Certified Dr Martha
Beck Coach, her approach is
heartfelt and effective, deeply
intuitive and immediately
applicable to your life.

Sas
Petherick

Editors Letter

L

ately I have been thinking a great deal
about the coaching industry as a whole.

Who are we as a collective?
What do we really do?

Are we creating change and impacting for
good?
Does the work we do really matter?

I do believe that at a micro level one on one
with our clients or in small groups, the work
we do matters. I see this every day with
coaches out in the world doing their best work.
You are supporting women to overcome
lifelong dieting behaviours and negative body
image. Cradling the hopes of new creative
dreams. Supporting new parents to remain
sane. Inspiring young people to chase their
dreams.
It’s good work. It’s great work.

Are we doing enough however on a broader
scale?
I’m not so sure.

My heart, gut, instinct, intuition is telling
me that very soon there is going to be a
large swelling in the coaching and personal
development industry that calls to us to take a
bigger picture view of what is happening in the
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world. And further challenging us to believe
that our one on one and micro work is not
enough. Not any more. If it ever was.
Racial injustice. Patriarchy. Homophobia. The
dehumanisation of people with disabilities,
mental illness and our elderly. It’s real. It’s
happening.

To deny such things and that many of our
colleagues and clients are living in a world
where they must deal with both internalised
and societal oppression ever day is to live a lie.
To somehow think that they have the same
rights, the same means to growth, the same
access to care, support, love when they do not,
means that we are part of the problem.

The great work of so many coaches begins
with working with people one on one.
The great work and call of our industry now is
to look to ways we can take that work and start
to challenge systems of oppression, disrupt the
status quo that maintains misplaced power,
creates platforms for oppressed voices to be
heard and honours the need of all people to be
equally nourished, healthy and free.
I’m up for it.
Are you?

Julie Parker

Editor in Chief/ inspired COACH Magazine
CEO + Founder/Beautiful You Coaching Academy
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By Tash Spencer
Photography by Fi Mims Photography
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T

he Beautiful You Coaching
Academy Awards is an annual
event that honours the brilliant
work that our coaching graduates are
doing all over the globe. Recently we
played host to our 2015-2016 Beautiful
You Coaching Academy Awards at
our gala dinner in celebration of our
coaching community and the coaching
industry as a whole.
Over sixty of our Beautiful You
coaches and their family and friends
joined us for this incredible event at
Mardo’s restaurant in Melbourne, with a
number of graduates travelling interstate
and overseas to be with us on the night.
The champagne flowed, delicious food
was devoured and everyone got into the
spirit of dressing up for a special evening
of fun, festivities and meeting up with
old friends and new.

coaching business. All finalists
within this category were
worthy winners and this
year, Julie awarded joint
winners Madison Hedlund
and Amy Mackenzie
for their outstanding
achievements.
Alongside Julie Parker,
ourresidentinspiredCOACH
Content Manager, Natasha
Spencer and Jacqui Naunton
of White Deer Graphic Design,
had the difficult task of judging The
Beautiful You Book/Podcast/Product
of the Year Award. Creating a truly
unique and inspiring product, award
winner Clare Desira of ‘Top Five
Movement’ was celebrated for her
Positive Thought Starter Question Cards
which have been spreading happiness,

Our Client Care and Communications Manager Liz Deanna provided
a warm welcome to our guests as MC as
everyone excitedly awaited for the first
award to be presented.
The night kicked off with Founder of
the Beautiful You Coaching Academy
Julie Parker, who presented The Beautiful
You CEO Shine Award. This is a private
award given to a coach who most
embodies Beautiful You qualities and
demonstrates authentic effort in their
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joy and gratitude across the lives and
households of many.
Event extraordinaire and Beautiful
You Trainer Jade McKenzie presented
The Beautiful You Program/Event of the
Year Award. With so many of our coaches
creating such valuable in-person events,
e-courses and group coaching programs
for their clients, it was wonderful to
honour our finalists in this way. The
divine Amanda Rootsey took out the
award for her Youth Mentor Training
Program – an online group coaching
course for people wanting to support
and empower young people.
The Beautiful You Emerging Coach
of The Year Award was our next big
award, which is presented to a graduate
who has shown enormous commitment
to their coaching business and potential
for outstanding future growth and
success. Judged by our Beautiful You Life
Coaching Course Trainers, this proved
to be another difficult task with so many
worthy nominees. Joint winners were
announced in Kate Caddle and Sarah
Lajeunesse who are both paving the way
and creating such an impact in the lives
of their clients.
As the night was nearing to a close,
the moment that we had all been waiting
for was finally here. The Beautiful You
International Coach of The Year Award
is our most prestigious award which is
given to the most outstanding Certified
inspired COACH |
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Beautiful You Coach. Hours upon hours
went into carefully selecting a winner
from our amazing finalists. The Beautiful
You Coaching Academy Team decided
that Amy Taylor-Kabbaz of ‘Happy
Mama’ was our very deserving winner of
this year’s award.
Since graduating with us Amy has
built an incredible business coaching
one on one clients, developing inspiring
group programs and events for Mama’s,
had a book published and has released
her own magazine.
What was so special to witness
over the course of the night was the
admiration that our coaches received
from their fellow coaching community,
family and friends. Whether it was
a warm embrace or a squeeze of the
hand, it was wonderful to celebrate their
achievements with those who provide
countless support behind the scenes.
We are so proud of all of our
Beautiful You graduates who nominated
themselves, were awarded as finalists
and of course our inspiring winners.
We hope they enjoy their gorgeous
prizes and their crystal quartz trophies
are standing proud in their homes.
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The Beautiful You Coaching Academy Awards: Meet Our Award Winners

The Beautiful You
Coaching Academy
EMERGING COACH
OF THE YEAR

Kate Caddle

Photography by Anne Carolien Kohler
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How has your coaching
business evolved since
becoming a Beautiful You
Coach?
When I graduated from the Beautiful
You Coaching Academy I had an idea of
where I wanted to go with my coaching
and the type of people I wanted to serve,
but this has definitely developed and
become more clearer overtime since
starting my business. I’ve established
the clarity that I craved early on and the
only way that I’ve been able to do that
is to allow the process to unfold. I’ve
come to know myself better as a coach
and uncover my strengths and passions
and I know this will continue to evolve
over time which excites me.
I’ve refreshed my website, refined
my branding, grown my audience and
learnt to show up in the online world in
a way that serves the people I’m here to
hold, whilst also allowing me to do it in
a way that honors what I most desire for
my business. I’ve been able to connect
more intimately with my intuition and
truth, learning to appreciate my light
and my shadows, and the ability I have
to bring this to my work.
When I first started coaching, I
thought that most of the work that I
would be doing would be one on one
coaching online. I soon realised that
there is a big place in my heart for in
inspired COACH |
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person connection and events as well
as workshops and speaking. These have
all become such rewarding aspects of
my business. It’s important for me to
listen to those intuitive cues and act
on the things that set my heart alight,
even if it doesn’t fully make sense at
the time. Having recently closed my
one on one coaching books, my focus
has now turned to group coaching, live
workshops and events. I know that as
long as I follow my truth, things will
unfold exactly as they should.

What have been some of
your major highlights or
achievements?
Each one of my workshops or events
that I have hosted have sold out which
has been incredibly exciting for me.
I also love collaborating with other
likeminded people and businesses
and being chosen as one of the faces
of the ‘Divine Woman’ skincare range
by Therese Kerr was quite special. The
range aligns with my values it was great
to step out from behind my computer
and share my message in a different way.
In late 2016 I also wrote an article
for the ‘mybody&soul’ site that went
viral. It was shared over 2000 times
online and the most wonderful part was
the personal messages I received from
women saying how much they related
to the article, as well as their loved ones.
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These type of achievements excite me
because it means that my message is
being spread wider and wider. The more
people who can hear it, the better!

You’ve worked consistently
over time sharing some
incredibly inspiring
content with your
community. What has
helped you to continue
to keep showing up
consistently in your
coaching practice?

"It’s important for
me to be present
in my own growth
so that I can then
show up online
authentically in
my truth and
encourage others to
do the same."
inspired COACH |
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Kate Caddle

I love knowing that whatever I’m
awakening to in my life, someone else is
or is about to as well. It’s important for me
to be present in my own growth so that
I can then show up online authentically
in my truth and encourage others to do
the same.
Whilst I love the work that I do and
sharing inspiring content, please know
that it’s okay to take a break. I have
exercised this many times! When we’re
watching what everyone else is doing,
we can feel like we need to keep up with
others, or that we’re never doing enough.
I have learnt in the last 12 months that if
my energy is not in the right place, I’m
not giving from the overflow and then
nothing flows. My writing becomes
disjointed, the communication isn’t
clear or it isn’t well received. Giving

myself permission to stop sharing when I
need to, sometimes without explanation
has allowed me to show up in my truth.
It’s important for me to build a business
that is aligned with my values.
There is also a time and place to
share the struggles too. For me it’s about
honoring what’s going on in my life and
what I’m doing, keeping my eyes in my
own lane and trusting that when there is
something that I need to share - it will be
ready to come to the surface.

Since becoming a
Beautiful You Coach, what
skills or practices have
you developed that have
supported your coaching?
I have continued to learn and focus
on my own growth since graduating.
Whether it’s a course or program, I am
always looking to expand my knowledge.
Gabby Bernstein’s Spirit Junkie Master
Class was incredible for me personally
and also for my business. I’ve worked
with two coaches, one throughout a
three-month series as well as a six-month
period and will continue to do so.
I’ve completed short courses on
email marketing, social media, photo
editing, launch strategies and also have
a mini-mastermind with a coaching
buddy. We meet fortnightly, spend time
working on each other’s businesses,
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develop strategies and gently encourage
each other along the way. This has
helped me in so many ways. I love having
someone to go to who understands my
business, to discuss ideas, hurdles and
gain feedback.
Expressing myself creatively has
also supported my coaching because it
allows me to access a different part of
my brain and come back to my work
with a fresh attitude. I attend creative
workshops regularly and I know that it’s
been a valuable investment for me. I’ve
also started my yoga teacher training, not
with a vision to become a teacher, but
rather to develop and learn more about
yoga philosophy to amplify my coaching
work. Who knows, it might make for a
beautiful combination bringing the two
skills together!

What are some of the big
win’s that your clients have
experienced since working
with you?
I’m proud that my clients have a new
found connection to their purpose.
Whether they’ve gone on to start an
aligned business, learnt to say goodbye to
relationships that are no longer serving
them, or stepping out into a new path
for themselves, it’s all been wonderful
but it’s honestly the ‘small’ things that
happen on the daily that are the most
profound.
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The realisations that shift, how
they show up, owning their past, the
dedication they find and the moment to
moment choices they make for a better
life - it’s these shifts that have profoundly
changed the lives of my clients. Their
new found conscious approach is what
makes me so grateful to be a coach.

What’s next for Kate
Caddle? What are you most
excited about in moving
forward in your coaching
business?
I feel that I’m looking over the edge into
something exciting and new, especially
with my focus on events and group
coaching. I love connecting with people
in this way and I come alive when I’m
in group situations. I also have plenty
of events planned that are coming up.
Conversation style events, moon circles
with my sister business Luna Love,
workshops, and possibly a boutique
retreat on the Gold Coast later in the
year. To be perfectly honest, I’m not
exactly sure where it’s going to go but
I’ll keep showing up, doing what feels
right and trusting that it will align as it’s
supposed to.

"Expressing myself
creatively has also
supported my
coaching because it
allows me to access
a different part
of my brain and
come back to my
work with a fresh
attitude."

Kate
Caddle
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The Beautiful You Coaching Academy Awards: Meet Our Award Winners

The Beautiful You
Coaching Academy
EMERGING COACH
OF THE YEAR

Sarah
Lajeunesse

Photography by Fi Mims Photography
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How has your coaching
business evolved since
becoming a Beautiful You
Coach?
In the past year, so much has evolved
since starting my coaching business. I
have a ‘wing it’ approach to life in general
so what I envisioned for my business a
year ago continues to change and evolve
as I get more comfortable with my voice
and come to know what works best for
me and my clients.
The core of my work revolves
around helping people to reclaim their
confidence, courage and self-worth so
they can stop settling for a life less than
what they’re capable of living. I am a
big believer that it doesn’t matter what
you want to change in your life, whether
that be your finances, relationships,
career, business, health, body shape or
environment around you, it all begins
with focusing on and prioritizing
yourself.
I thought I had a clearly determined
niche once I graduated but I soon
realised that lack of confidence can affect
us at any age and stage. If my words or my
message inspires someone to change and
they have a willingness and an intense
desire to do so, then it’s an honour to
be able to help guide and support them.
Since launching my website, I now work
with both women and men of all ages,
inspired COACH |
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both in person and online. I host events
on personal growth, empowerment,
vulnerability, quieting your inner critic
and overcoming fear, shame, guilt and
other emotions that prevent people
from moving forward in their lives. I’ve
also created a women’s empowerment
program that I was fortunate enough to
implement into grade school and now
host regular speaking events too. It’s been
an exciting journey so far and I can’t wait
to see what’s next!

What have been some of
your major highlights or
achievements?
It is the transformations that I get to see
in my clients. Whether they are business
owners, work in the corporate sector
or are caregivers, I believe there is an
untapped potential inside all of us. My
biggest achievements have come from
seeing that potential come to life for my
clients, even when they are yet to see it in
themselves.
Learning how to overcome my own
fears, self-doubt or insecurities to be able
to do the work that I do is also something
that I’m proud of. To continue to show
up, be vulnerable and get my message out
into the world, whether that’s through a
video, social media, a blog post, one of my
events, a coaching call or my full-day and
in person sessions with clients, I know
that fears will still emerge. It’s a daily
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"I don’t believe
that we should
strive for complete
fearlessness but
I’m proud of the
moments where I
felt the insecurities
and the self-doubt
but still had the
courage to move
forward anyways."

Sarah
Lajeunesse

practice that I work on and it’s a sign that
the work that I’m doing is important and
meaningful to me. I don’t believe that we
should strive for complete fearlessness
but I’m proud of the moments where I
felt the insecurities and the self-doubt
but still had the courage to move forward
anyways.

You’ve worked consistently
over time sharing some
incredibly inspiring content
with your community.
What has helped you to
continue to keep showing
up consistently in your
coaching practice?
The most important aspect of being a
good coach is working on yourself first
and foremost. I know that I have to make
sure my own cup is full before trying to
hold that space for other people to do
the same.
You need to walk your talk, do your
best to maintain a bullet-proof bubble
of positivity and continue to learn,
listen, watch or read things that keep
you inspired. If you’re encouraging your
clients to make positive change in their
lives or teaching them how to eliminate
the habits, activities or people that don’t
serve or uplift them, you also need to be
in alignment with what you are teaching.
When I am not feeling inspired
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myself, I know that’s challenging for me
to share inspiring content with other.
That’s why I’ll do whatever I can to get out
of that space and exercise, read a book,
listen to a podcast or reach out to my
own coach. Having a coach or mentor in
my life who consistently encourages and
supports me to show up is what helps
me to encourage and inspire my clients.

Since becoming a
Beautiful You Coach, what
skills or practices have
you developed that have
supported your coaching?
Communication,
listening
and
developing a stronger sense of intuition.
Coaching for me is about getting
out of your own head and being able
to support your clients with whatever
they need during that particular session.
You can talk about goals, actions and
techniques all you want but if a client is
experiencing a breakup, a loss or is feeling
a bit off, it’s important to be able to read
that and be in tune with what they need
in the moment.
You can be the most inspiring person
in the world but if you can’t listen in to
what your clients need and be able to
adapt accordingly, you’ll never be able
to help them to the best of your ability.
One of the most basic human needs is
to be seen, heard and understood and
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sometimes, this may be all he or she
needs during that session, especially
if they may not have felt supported or
understood in their personal lives.

What are some of the big
win’s that your clients have
experienced since working
with you?
I have had the honour of witnessing such
transformational change in the lives of
my clients. I love seeing the change in
their body language, their posture, facial
features, confidence, smile, energy and
enthusiasm towards life. I’ve seen clients
get clear on their future career (and
some that they initially thought were
impossible), some that left what they felt
were “soul-sucking jobs” for a job that
they loved, and some that have travelled
the world.
My clients have given themselves
permission to be vulnerable again after
painful breakups, divorces or infidelity,
and have allowed themselves to be open
to receiving love again. They’ve let go of
traumatic experiences from their lives,
painful memories that they have clung
on to and hurtful words from their past
that prevented them from feeling worthy
or deserving of the life they’ve always
wanted. I’ve also seen the shifts in the
energy, happiness and confidence in
my client’s lives when they start to set
boundaries and remove habits, people or
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activities from their lives that no longer
uplift or inspire them. There is nothing
more incredible than witnessing the
shift that occurs in a client’s mind when
they suddenly realize they are worth it,
they are enough, and that it’s possible
for them to create the life they’ve always
wanted.

What’s next for Sarah
Lajeunesse? What are
you most excited about in
moving forward in your
coaching business?
I am constantly learning and working on
how I can add more value to my clients.
I’m excited to plan more events and
potentially something even bigger down
the track. I’m working on a podcast and
my first book.
Whilst I love the goal-setting process
and am a big fan of list-making, I also like
to go with the flow and focus on whatever
excites me in that particular moment.
I know that approach doesn’t work for
everyone but it works for me. The most
amazing things that have evolved in my
business haven’t always been planned.
They’ve been presented to me as
opportunities and that’s what I am most
excited about moving forward. Who
know’s what unexpected opportunities
or people I’ll encounter along the way.

"The most
important aspect
of being a good
coach is working on
yourself first and
foremost."

Sarah
Lajeunesse
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The Beautiful You Coaching Academy Awards: Meet Our Award Winners

The Beautiful You
Coaching Academy
PROGRAM/EVENT
OF THE YEAR

Amanda
Rootsey

Photography by Bayleigh Vedelago
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How did the idea for the
‘Shine From Within - Youth
Mentor Training Program’
come about?
I’ve been teaching and mentoring teen
girls for many years now and throughout
that time, I’ve had a lot of women get
in touch with me wanting to know how
they can do it too. When I launched
‘Shine From Within’ back in 2012, I had
experience teaching teen girls for other
schools but I had no idea how to launch a
training school myself, do the marketing
and make it a viable business. There
were mistakes along the way that have
made it the success it is today. When I
realised that it wasn’t just one or two
people asking me for my advice on how
to work within the youth space, I knew
I had to put something together that
shared everything I had learned.

What excites you the most
about running this program
for future teen and tween
mentors?
The knowledge that so many more
beautiful teen and tween girls (and
their families) are being supported in
communities all over the world gives
me goosebumps. It’s been incredible
to witness the adult mentors standing
in their truth, holding a space for girls
and feeling completely lit up by doing
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something that they truly love. To see
others serving the next generation in
this way is so exciting.

In what ways has the Youth
Mentor Training Program
influenced your coaching
business?
It’s expanded my client base from
predominantly teen girls to adults as well.
This has been such a joyful transition.
Initially I was nervous about it but once
I realised that it’s about holding a space
for them and supporting them (exactly
like I do with young people) I knew this
was an area that I could step into. It’s
been loads of fun.

What have some of the
graduates achieved since
participating in your
program?
My youth mentors have gone on to
build their own beautiful businesses
supporting young people. Some have
gone on to run mother-daughter charity
evenings, they’ve held ‘playshops,’
they’ve left their fulltime jobs, they’ve
started running programs in schools,
hosted mother-daughter retreats,
they’ve put together 8-week programs
and held weekly sisterhood sessions.
Some have simply felt more comfortable
supporting their own daughters as they
enter adolescence and there are others

"Sometimes we
get caught up in
our own internal
voices and fears
that we forget that
all we need to do is
provide support for
those a few steps
behind us on this
journey."

Amanda
Rootsey
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"If something comes quite
naturally to you, it doesn’t
mean it’s not incredibly
valuable to others."

Amanda Rootsey

that are now volunteering with youth
organisations in their community as
they continue to research and plan out
their next steps.

There were also times when I could have
succumbed to the pressure to perfect it
and have input from all sorts of people
and experts before it was ready.

Most importantly, they’ve felt
confident holding a space and sharing
their own unique journey, experiences
and learnings with young women. It has
touched my heart to know that receive
such positive feedback too. Our feedback
survey showed that 100% of graduates
who completed the modules in the
course felt that they were more capable
of holding a space for young people, had
more clarity about how that will look for
them and feel they have the tools they
need to run their own programs.

Ultimately I knew that people
wanted this and I put a lot of time into
consulting with them - the women who
had been reaching out to me to ensure
this program became what they needed.
I had many one-on-one Skype sessions to
see exactly what they wanted and I took
note of the fears and struggles they were
feeling and reflected on how familiar
those feelings were for me a few years ago.
I even took note of their language – what
were they dreaming of doing for young
girls? What words and phrases were they
using to describe how they felt and how
they wanted to feel? These made up the
basis of the sales page. So many people
have said, “I just felt like your sales page
was in my head and my heart,” and that’s
absolutely intentional and took a lot of
time to get right. In creating the content
for the program, I kept coming back to
my notes from the women I’d consulted
with and asked myself, “What do I wish
I had when I was building Shine From
Within?” And I did that.

Any tips for other coaches
out there who want to
run a successful sold-out
program or event?
This particular program came about
because people asked for it. It’s the
product of all of the knowledge and
information I’ve gathered after years of
teaching youth and building my own
business. As I was starting to put this
program together there were lots of
voices, both inside my head and out in
the world that would tell me I wasn’t
quite ready to do this, that I needed to
be in business for another x number of
years or that I needed to teach thousands
more students before I could offer this.
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Sometimes we get caught up in our
own internal voices and fears that we
forget that all we need to do is provide
support for those a few steps behind
us on this journey. If I had waited
another ten years before offering this
course, or waited until I could say I
43
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was a Psychologist (or insert your own
qualification hang up here) then I would
still be running my programs for teens.
I love the work that I do with teen girls
but I can’t do it all on my own. Having
a tribe of other amazing youth mentors
that I get to support along the way has
brought me so much joy, freedom and a
real sense of community into my life.

We’ve also created a free eBook and
quiz which you can download on the
website to discover your ‘youth mentor
archetype.’ It’s a fun way to discover how
you could best serve young people.

My other tip is that everything
happens for a reason. The seemingly
random jobs, the different experiences
we’ve had, they all lead you to where
you’re meant to be. That gives you
a unique point of view and range of
skills that you can share with others. If
something comes quite naturally to you,
doesn’t mean it’s not incredibly valuable
to others.

What’s next for Amanda
Rootsey and ‘Shine From
Within’? Are there other
workshops or programs in
the pipeline?
I have a book coming out with Hay
House for teen girls and have another
round of Youth Mentor Training starting
in June 2017. We’re also launching our
Youth Mentor Podcast, sharing short
interviews with experts in the field. It’s
going to be perfect for parents, educators
and anyone who has a young person in
their life or perhaps wants to branch out
to coach young people too.
inspired COACH |
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The Beautiful You
Coaching Academy
BOOK/PODCAST/PRODUCT

OF THE YEAR

Clare Desira

Photography by Alex Carlyle
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You’ve created
the amazing ‘Top Five
Movement’ Positive
Thought Starter Question
Cards. Tell us about the
experience of turning
your idea into a physical
product?
I want to have the biggest impact in
this world that I can. Since discovering
my values (which include making a
difference, health and productivity), I
have spent 15 years volunteering and
working in environments where I collect
knowledge and qualifications to go on to
build stronger mindsets and community
change for thousands. On the TEDx
stage in 2012 I shared my vision of a
world where no one is in need, people
are healthier than they ever have been
both physically and mentally and we are
connected in more meaningful ways on
this planet. I believe adopting healthy
mindsets and the momentum of many
small actions will make this a possibility.
Creating an innovative product and now
award winning Positive Thought Starter
Cards is a game changing tool for mental
health and happiness. They look like a
simple set of question cards, however
these questions will help you to notice
the amazing, remarkable, memorable
moments that are happening in your
life each and every day. From the tiny
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to the tremendous, you’ll be enhancing
your wellbeing and setting yourself up
for success with every card. Incredible
thought leaders and wellness experts
have contributed to these questions
within the deck too. I feel proud having
created this resource for others knowing
that it’s needed in the world.

How have these
cards impacted the lives of
others?
Not only do they drive stronger mental
health, but they also offer benefits such
as increased energy, connectedness and
generosity. Imagine what the world
would look like if everyone was more
energetic, connected and generous? In
the words of customers, “These cards
truly are making the world a better
place.”

"One of my goals with
this product was to make
personal development
and behaviour change
as interactive, fun and
mainstream as possible."

Clare Desira

The cards fit inside your pocket or
handbag making them easily accessible
and they help us, our clients and loved
ones figure out what it is that actually
makes us happy (because we can often
forget at times!) They provide small,
daily clues that act as a workout for
your brain so you can actively use those
positive mental health muscles. What
I love the most is that they’re used
by a wide audience transcending age,
race and religion and make personal
development and behaviour change fun,
interactive and mainstream.
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What has surprised you the
most since releasing these
cards out into the world?
So many things. Here are just three:
How surprising and exciting the product
is for other people. For example, a Mum
let me know the other day that she
had discovered my cards by googling
innovative ways to support teenagers
with anxiety. That was a real rush!
2. One of my goals with this product
was to make personal development and
behaviour change as interactive, fun and
mainstream as possible. I am hearing so
many stories of the different industries
the cards are being used in and then
there are the touching personal stories
too. I know a daughter who bought the
cards for her Dad who was living his
last days with pancreatic cancer. She
bought them for her parents so they
could reminisce and reconnect over
their happiest times.

"We need to walk our own talk,
be prepared to learn and access
coaches to help us clarify and build
momentum."
inspired COACH |
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Clare Desira

3. While the stories keep coming,
the work never stops. I was quickly
reminded that even though launching
the cards into the world was a big
personal milestone for me, the work
doesn’t stop when you launch. Now the
work needs to shift and amplify. Instead
of spending my days developing and
working on the launch, now my time
is replaced with constant selling and
business development. There is no such

thing as lucky sales – they are always the
direct result of effort.

Do you have any tips
for other coaches who
are looking to create an
inspiring book, podcast or
product?
The sunshine and lollipops answer
to this question would be “go for it!”
The positive realist in me thinks it is
important and helpful for you to know
that developing a product looks like
long nights, working weekends and life
savings spent. Many more replies with a
‘no’ than ‘yes.’
Developing and launching a physical
product needs a significant time and
financial investment. You need to be
prepared to be in it for the long haul to
get it right, make a difference and turn a
profit.
When it comes to creating a product,
book or resource, know that you are
launching a different type of business
and a physical product based business
is a whole different type of business to
a coaching business. There is a focus
on constant business development,
identifying, acquiring and managing
wholesalers, supplier management,
logistics management and so much
more. Whilst it brings additional costs
and longer return times, I also take the
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time to focus on ethically, sustainably
and locally sourced materials where
possible. Whilst the impact is rewarding
the work is demanding.
If that doesn’t scare you then like any
goal, a few tips to keep in mind are:
1. Be Coachable and Celebrate the
Rejections
Taking on any important goal will
involve time spent outside your comfort
zone. We need to walk our own talk, be
prepared to learn and access coaches to
help us clarify and build momentum. As
weseeinourclients,anyonecantransition
from a zero amount of knowledge to a
hero amount of knowledge with focus
and determination.
2. Have Your Finances in Order
Alongside my work with ‘Top Five
Movement’, I work as a program manager
for a behavioural change program for
women around life and money so I
have regular income coming in. I also
have income coming in from speaking
gigs and workshops run at corporates,
universities and schools, community
organisations and hundreds of small
business owners.
I made the call to fund the heavy costs
of product development in the last two
years from my life savings. Knowing
we are all using our phones far too
much and seeing so many peers in the
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personal development space shifting to
eProducts, I saw an opportunity to get
people offline and return back into life.
A word of warning though - racking
up product development costs for a
physical product is not for the fainthearted. It is surprising to hold a tiny,
unassuming product sample in your
hand and reflect on how much time and
cost has gone into the development,
assembly, distribution and marketing.
3. People with Less Have Made This
Leap Already
We are all so unique but very rarely are
we making a unique leap. It is likely
that others have made the leap before
and left lessons for us to learn from. I
also find strength in the fact that some
people with less experience and more
courage have made this leap before. The
question is then; What do I need to do
right now for an injection of courage?

What does it mean to
you to win this award
from the Beautiful You
Coaching Academy?
This award means an incredible amount
to me and is another step in bringing my
vision to life. This isn’t just any award;
this one is special for many reasons. It
started fourteen years ago when I was
twenty one. I had a major light-bulb
moment during a week long leadership
program where I discovered that I had

the power to do and be anything I
wanted.
This wasn’t one of those wishy-washy
realisations that fades the second you
leave the workshop. This was one of
those ‘aha’ moments where my entire
perspective on life tangibly shifted. I
realised I could step out of the ho-hum of
cruising along and decide to rise up and
do something meaningful and amazing
instead. The program opened my eyes
to the world of personal development
which lead me to become a part of the
very first pilot group of the Beautiful You
Life Coaching Course. This product is a
mega-collaboration from the Beautiful
You community with over 20 coaches
now involved in development, launch,
testing, endorsement and positive
promotion.
I am walking the talk, stepping out of my
comfort zone and have personally taken
significant financial risks. The product
is of service to our coaching community
and clients but I am also accessing new
audiences beyond our ideal clients and
opening their eyes to the world of selfreflection, mindfulness and personal
growth. It appeals to both coaching
clients and the masses.
The product is like a life coach in your
back pocket. It helps you to build
awareness and data on what truly makes
you happiest so you can make informed
tweaks towards your happiest life. My

coaching qualifications through the
Beautiful You Coaching Academy have
been a key step in bringing my vision to
life so this award means the world to me.

What’s next for
Clare Desira and ‘Top
Five Movement? Are there
any other exciting plans in
store?
I have a five year vision for my business
which I take action steps towards every
day in some way. I will continue this
movement of generosity and happiness
and create many more award winning,
simple tools for a happier life. I plan to
motivate and mobilise those who are
ready to make change and build stronger
mindsets for those who are struggling to
drive their own community change.
Wherever I can, I will take up the
opportunity to share the lessons I have
learnt along the way too. Whilst I can’t
say too much yet, I have a longitudinal
behaviour change research project
in the pipeline to truly measure the
impact of this work and some exciting
collaborations bubbling away. I’m
looking forward to reaching millions
through a sustainable project model.
The plan is to also continue to make
people laugh at my terrible jokes, write
Top Fives everyday, have fun and birth
my baby. There’s plenty to keep life full
for a while!
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The Beautiful You
Coaching Academy
CEO SHINE AWARD

Madison
Hedlund

Photography by Kinsey Mhire
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What lead you to become a
Beautiful You coach?
When I first discovered the Beautiful
You course I was on a long personal
healing journey. I knew I wanted to
inspire others and help them come
alive but at the same time, I needed
to give attention to my own health
and thriving first. It took six months
of intense energy healing and therapy,
clearing trauma, unhealthy patterns to
gain clarity and make peace with who I
really was. If I was to help and support
others, I wanted to do it from a place of
integrity in living my message. The week
that I enrolled in the Beautiful You Life
Coaching Course, my counselor told
me that I could stop coming regularly.
I took it as a sign that I was on the right
path and went all in. Beautiful You was
the easy choice in my path, healing
myself was the harder part.

Tell us about your
coaching business and the
clients that you work with.
I am fortunate to have cultivated
a community of dreamers, artists,
healers and women who really want to
do big things in the world. My clients
are the most inspiring women I know,
never shying away from the real stuff
and are always eager to come alive. In
our coaching together we work on
finding peace with their magic, using
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their strengths and passions to create
a life they love and discovering where
they begin by stepping out of the
expectations, creating boundaries and
giving from the overflow of love and
life. Ultimately, I help women own their
story, find their power and come alive
to who they were meant to be.

What do you think has
helped you to grow as a
coach and reach the level
of success that you’ve had
so far in your coaching
business?
Aside from doing the Beautiful You
course which set me up for success in
heart, tools and support, there are five
things that have mostly helped me
throughout my coaching business.
1. Tenacity
I didn’t have a ton of resources, money
or time to work on my business, but
I used what I had consistently, even
when people weren’t looking and didn’t
“like” it. I kept going, showing up day
after day, week after week, even when
the feedback wasn’t always positive or
coming in at all. I think consistency
makes all the difference.
2. Heart-Centered Relationships
I sought out like-minded connections
with people from the start. From Skype
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"Having a curiosity for learning
has supported me to grow in
life and business."

Madison Hedlund

dates to free events to hanging out with
strangers I met on Instagram, I found
my people and loved them hard. I used
these relationships to trade for services
I couldn’t afford, even watching
chickens for a friend in trade for video
work! There were times I felt I was too
trusting, however reaching out and
being real with people has served me
well.
3. Excellence, not Perfection
From the start I wanted to treat my
business as if I was already making six
figures. I wanted excellence and high
quality in every area and whilst I put
my heart into all that I do, I’ve never
been perfectionistic about it. Having
this attitude has helped me put out
work that was my best at the time and
not overthink every little detail which
often paralises people. I also invested in
systems and people to help me where I
am not talented. This freed me up to do
the work that I know I do best!
4. An Open Spirit to Learning
The fastest way to growth is to remember
you can’t know it all. Having a curiosity
for learning has supported me to grow
in life and business even further. For
me this looks like podcasts, investing in
courses so I can upgrade my skills and
reading books.
5. Your Own Authentic Magic
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Through seeking out counselling and
coaching for myself, I have learnt to
tap into my own magic and become
comfortable in my own skin. Many of
us get started in this journey and look
to how others are doing it. We start to
believe our magic isn’t good enough
because other successful people did it
differently, yet when we show up as our
true selves and trust in our authentic
magic, it’s completely irresistible!

Let’s celebrate! Tell us a
fist-pump worthy moment
in your coaching business
and how did you celebrate?
When I got my first 100 subscribers to
my newsletter I felt ecstatic! It makes
me laugh because of how “little” that
number seems but it felt like such an
incredible accomplishment that I had
worked hard for. I couldn’t believe 100
women wanted to hear from me! I hope
to always keep that spirit in my business.

What words of wisdom
would you like to pass
on to other coaches who
are starting out on their
coaching journey?
Get comfortable with yourself and
unapologetically be that person in every
aspect of your business. I recommend
this more than any business training
or marketing courses because you
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can’t market yourself if you lack clarity
around who the heck you are. Get to
know yourself and most importantly
get comfortable with who you are.

What’s next for Madison
Hedlund? Is there
anything that you’d like to
achieve moving forward
in your own coaching
business?
I’m such a dreamer. This year I
launched a program on boundaries that
I feel very proud of. I loved the creative
process and foresee another program
on owning your magic coming in late
2017. I also love holding space for
women in workshops and sharing my
story through speaking and have plans
to give more energy there in the near
future.

"Through seeking out
counselling and coaching for
myself, I have learnt to tap into
my own magic and become
comfortable in my own skin."

Madison Hedlund

I’m planning on showing up everyday in
this work, loving my clients and writing
my story as true as I can. Maybe a book
will flow from this heart someday too. I
also plan on being BFF’s with Ellen
Degeneres.
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The Beautiful You
Coaching Academy
CEO SHINE AWARD

Amy
Mackenzie

Photography by Heart in Motion Photography
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What lead you to become a
Beautiful You coach?
My journey in becoming a Beautiful You
coach involved a series of events that I
like to call 'following the breadcrumbs'.
After years of personal challenges both
mentally and physically, I went on a
journey of deep self development and
discovery (which really is a fancy way
of saying I got real with myself, got help,
did the work and completely changed
my life). After I started to make those
changes, I was looking to place deeper
meaning on my life experiences. I
wanted to help other people shift their
mindset and overcome their own
challenges so they could start to design
a life they loved too.
I started ‘Designing Her Life’ as an
inspirational outlet on social media
in 2014 and soon fell in love with the
online space and ability to connect with
like minded women. When I signed
up for a blogging course, I happened
to stumble across the Beautiful You
Coaching Academy and immediately
I knew that the course was for me. I
decided to take the leap and study to
become a life coach and build my own
business. It truly has been one of the
best choices I have made and to win
this award holds a very special place in
my heart.
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Tell us about your
coaching business and the
clients that you work with.
Since starting my own entrepreneurial
journey and connecting with
likeminded, passionate women, I knew
that there were other women out there
who were wanting to create their own
business or dreamed of bringing their
passion project to life. I started to notice
that those of us who were stepping up,
answering the call for more and wanting
to create change in the world were also
the ones who were going through their
own self development journey too. In
starting a business, all of a sudden our
fears feel bigger, self doubt gets louder,
our confidence can waiver and before
you know it, you’ve been derailed from
your dreams and are struggling to move
forward.
As soon as I discovered this common
theme, that’s when I knew I wanted to
be a life coach for female entrepreneurs.
Now I support and empower heart
centred women in business, both
emerging and existing to find and own
their voice, boost their self confidence
and belief, be seen and tap into what
they truly want, whilst taking inspired
action towards designing a life they love
and building their dream business.
I am blessed to have worked with
countless female entrepreneurs from all
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"I am a big believer
in self reflection
and taking time to
acknowledge your
achievements."

Amy
Mackenzie

around the world through one on one
and group coaching, speaking events
and my membership community too.

What do you think has
helped you to grow as a
coach and reach the level
of success that you’ve had
so far in your coaching
business?
Without a doubt the support,
connections and community that I
have developed along the way and
throughout my journey into becoming
a coach and growing my business have
been instrumental to getting me where
I am today. From being a part of the
Beautiful You Coaching community to
having my own coach, coffee dates with
like minded friends, participating in
business masterminds and events and
everything in between, I’ve been able
to show up and put myself out there to
build a strong support network. The
women that I have connected with and
the relationships that I have invested
in and created for myself have not only
helped the success of my business - it
has changed my entire life.
I also have to credit my own
determination and hard work. From
the moment I made the decision to
become a coach, I committed to doing
the work to be the best coach I can
be and build a successful and aligned
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business from the beginning. There
are a lot of misconceptions about
the entrepreneurial journey and the
#laptoplifestyle but the truth is, this
is not about becoming an overnight
success. It is a long term commitment
to yourself, your dreams, your clients
and your business. It takes time, energy,
money and hard work and being able to
acknowledge this has definitely helped
me to stay the course and continue to
keep showing up and doing the work. I
know that it’s just the beginning for me.

Let’s celebrate! Tell us a
fist-pump worthy moment
in your coaching business
and how did you celebrate?
As cliché as this may sound, the
moments that come to mind are
the one’s where I have celebrated
with my clients. I am a big believer
in self reflection and taking time to
acknowledge your achievements and so
this is something I really emphasise in a
coaching series. Hearing a client say 'I
am proud of myself ' or 'I can't believe
how much I have achieved' is music
to my ears. It isn't so much about the
words but the emotion and elation that
I can feel coming from them.
Some of the women I have worked
with have never, up until that point,
acknowledged themselves in this way
or ever let themselves feel proud. I
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celebrate these moments with them
by holding that space and energy so
they can soak it all in. Often we tend to
move onto the next thing but a big part
of the celebration is actually staying in
celebration mode. There are definitely
cheers and a few happy tears too!

What words of wisdom
would you like to pass
on to other coaches who
are starting out on their
coaching journey?
Do it your way. Make your own rules!
When starting out in your own business
and as a coach, it can be very easy to
listen to all of the noise around you,
watching what other coaches have done
before you and getting caught up in the
'shoulds' of what everyone else says is
the 'right' way to grow and succeed.
What you will come to learn is that there
is no one size fits all approach, especially
when you are building a business based
on your own dream lifestyle and vision.
Each decision and choice you make
needs to be in alignment with you and
the type of coach and person that you
want to be. As the founder and boss
of your own business, these choices
are entirely up to you. Don't forget to
consistently check in and make sure
that the choices you are making and
the action that you are taking in your
business are still in alignment with your
inspired COACH |
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vision. Enjoy the journey as much as
the final destination.

What’s next for Amy
Mackenzie? Is there
anything that you’d like to
achieve moving forward in
your coaching business?
I have such big dreams and aspirations
for myself and my business both long
term and in the immediate future too. I
would love to reach as many as women
as possible and share my work and
message through even bigger platforms.
Whether that’s doing more group
coaching, hosting online and in person
events and workshops and maybe even
writing my own book.

"There is no one size fits all
approach, especially when you are
building a business based on your
own dream lifestyle and vision."

Amy Mackenzie

My main focus moving forward is
continuing to grow the amazing
community and resources for
Solopreneur Society so that I can
support and empower as many female
entrepreneurs to design a life and
business they love. This is going to create
such a flow on effect of change in the
world. My heart is being called to spend
more time working on the society and I
am really excited about that.
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Happy Mama
Interview by inspired COACH
Editor Julie Parker
Photography by Sol + Co
We are so proud to present to you the Beautiful
You International Coach of the Year - Amy Taylor
Kabbaz. Amy is a shining light in our community and
a true testament to the power of how you can build
a successful business as a life coach and with an ideal
client that many would assume would never spend
money on themselves for something like coaching...
Mums. And to add to that Mums of babies and young
children.
Amy has built her business 'Happy Mama' with
coaching, events, group programs, a podcast, magazine
and products. All while raising her own young family.
Her coaching journey is inspiring and uplifting for
ALL coaches, especially those who are called to work
with the wonderful Mothers of the world.
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What does winning 'The
Beautiful You International
Coach of the Year' award
mean to you?
Winning this award has been a wonderful
surprise. It is an acknowledgement of
everything that I have achieved since
starting out on my coaching journey. To
have that moment of someone who I
admire greatly and an organisation that I
admire greatly say, “We’ve been watching
you Amy and we think you’re doing a
great job” was incredibly humbling.
There are times as a coach when it
feels like it’s just you at home working on
your business. It’s easy to get caught up
in a world full of comparisons when you
scroll through your social media feed and
if you’re not careful or mindful, you can
get caught in the trap of feeling like you
constantly need to be doing more as a
coach. I am one of those people that have
the tendency to be hard on myself and
have such a passionate drive to do more
for the Mama’s that I work with every
day. It means so much to be recognised,
celebrated and supported by the Beautiful
You Coaching Academy and it’s one of
the most beautiful moments in my career
to date.
Before I starting working as a coach
I was a journalist and probably quite a
cynical one! I spent 15 years at the ABC
and was very much attached to research,
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facts and studies. It was a very different
world to the world that I am living now
which is all about self-actualisation,
empowerment, support, and women
coming together to help each other. It was
such a brave decision for me to step away
from that work into coaching full time
and it was Julie Parker and the Academy
that instilled that belief and possibility in
me.
I thought that as a coach I had to be
someone with all the answers but I soon
realised that wasn’t the case at all. All
women needed was a safe space to feel
seen and heard and share honest stories
of what has helped them in their own life.
It’s been an amazing journey to come to
this point now.

"It means so much to be
recognised, celebrated and
supported by the Beautiful
You Coaching Academy
and it’s one of the most
beautiful moments in my
career to date."

Amy
Taylor-Kabbaz

What do you love most
about the work that
you do and the
clients you get to
work with?
I love that I get to drop
into the lives of Mama’s
all over the world who
are trying to be the best
mothers they can be.
My clients prioritise
their families above
all else but they’re
starting to see that
putting themselves
at the bottom of the
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"I feel very blessed that
I now have a career that
constantly encourages me
to look within myself and
my own life so that I can
support others."

Amy
Taylor-Kabbaz
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pile is no longer working. The way we
change our children’s lives is to first look
after ourselves and our happiness. To
be in a place where I can inspire them,
support them and help them to do that is
so rewarding.
The Mamas that show up in my
programs and in my coaching inspire
me every day. These are women who
have numerous children, children with
challenges, they’ve been through health
problems themselves and yet they
still want to courageously show up for
themselves and do better and feel better.
When I get relieved responses from
Mama’s after I honestly share or write
about my own challenges, that’s what
inspires me the most. I feel very
blessed that I now have a career
that constantly encourages
me to look within myself
and my own life so that
I can support others.
I’ll often ask myself the
same questions that I ask
my clients, “What’s not
working?” and “Why
is this showing up like
this again?” and off I go.
I research it, interview
people, work on it myself
and then share it with
everybody else. We get
to do it together instead
of beating ourselves up
about it. Seeing these

women practice self-compassion and
valuing themselves again has brought on
so many happy tears.

Tell us about your biggest
achievements since
becoming a Beautiful You
coach?
The old version of me, the ambitious
super woman would have said having my
book published and being able to bring in
an income that’s equal to my former ABC
role. However in the years that I’ve been
doing this, the moment that I remember
standing there thinking to myself, “This
is the best thing I’ve ever done” was a
weekend workshop that I ran last year
in Sydney. It was with a group of women
who had just completed a six-month long
group mastermind program with me.
These women had been following me
online for several years. They had already
signed up for one on one coaching
with me, joined my group programs
and now they were participating in my
mastermind. I invited a yoga teacher
to come along for the weekend and we
sat around in circle. We cried, laughed,
danced and jumped around and went for
a morning beach walk. By the end of that
weekend, I saw those women completely
transform.
They started out feeling like they were
broken and doing everything wrong to
then feel happy and proud of themselves.
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Those Mama’s left that weekend feeling
sure of who they were and to be able
to witness that transformation is the
greatest thing I have done.

What has helped you to
achieve the level of success
that you've had in your
coaching business?
1. Investing in Myself and My Own
Self-Development
Whilst it’s important to invest time and
money into your business, I have found
that every single time I have prioritised
my own growth and my own study of
myself, things have gone from strength
to strength. At first, investing in myself
in this way felt uncomfortable, especially
when income wasn’t as strong as it is now.
Whether it’s been hiring my own coach
or taking an hour off to go to a yoga class,
I know that I will come back to work
with more ideas, more clarity and more
energy than ever before.
This has helped me to show up in
my business and manage that sense of
overwhelm of everything I need to do.
Like many of us, I have such big plans
and dreams but the reality is I have three
children and health problems that come
and go whenever I’m not in balance. I’ve
had to learn to be okay with the pace that
I’m going and trust that where I’m at, is
exactly where I need to be.
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Happy Mama is my greatest teacher.
The women that I connect with inspire
me to prioritise myself, and then I in turn
inspire them to do the same. It works
beautifully.
2. Getting Clear On Who I Wanted To
Work With
Early on in my business I got very clear
on who I was talking to and wanting to
work with. I’ve never lost sight of that
Mama and I always have her etched in
my mind. She has a name, she has a story
and developing this niche has helped my
business thrive.

"When I got clear on
what it is that I do
and who I’m speaking
to, that’s when my
business took off."

Amy
Taylor-Kabbaz

Originally I wanted to speak to
everybody. My heart was so open to
healing everybody that I lost myself in
the story. I kept looking around at
what others were doing and
that’s why it’s important to
be mindful of how much
you’re looking around
at other people’s
work. When I
got clear on
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"My business has been
able to grow organically
because I’ve been able
to support women
at different stages
and at different levels
throughout their journey
as a Mum."

Amy
Taylor-Kabbaz

what it is that I do and who I’m speaking
to, that’s when my business took off. It
was a turning point to have that clarity
and whenever I feel lost, overwhelmed
or unsure whether things are working,
all I have to do is connect back in with
that Mama and then it all starts flowing
again. The more I’ve done that, the more
success has come.

You're incredibly generous
with the amount of value
and support you offer
your 'Happy Mama' tribe.
What sort of impact has
this had on your coaching
business?
In supporting the Mama’s that
I work with, I knew that I had
to come up with different
ways to potentially help them
beyond one on one coaching.
Developing these programs
has always been an intuitive
process for me. A group
coaching environment is
a profound experience,
especially for Mum’s
seeking out like-minded
connections. I’ve seen
my business thrive since
the introduction of these
group programs.
The Mama’s that go
on to do my six week
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group coaching program often want that
ongoing support once it’s finished. This
is where my six month program comes
in. I know some Mama’s really love
podcasts and won’t ever read things, and
others that still want to have the more
traditional blogs and articles to read.
My business has been able to grow
organically because I’ve been able to
support women at different stages and at
different levels throughout their journey
as a Mum. If the idea of mindfulness, selfcare or prioritising yourself is completely
foreign to a Mum, I want ‘Happy Mama’
to be able to support them from the very
beginning. Then if they happen to be at
the other end of the spectrum and are
ready to dive into something more, there
will be opportunities for them to go even
deeper into their personal development
journey too.
A big consideration for me over the
years has been the cost of my programs.
Many of the women that are in my
community are often on maternity leave
and feel like they can’t spend money on
themselves. I’ve always been mindful of
having something to offer these Mama’s
whilst simultaneously learning to value
what I do. I trust that the right Mama’s
will find the money if they want to invest
in themselves in this way.
Seeing how much my programs have
changed women’s lives is what keeps
me going. I will always remember one
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woman who contacted me feeling like she
was a terrible mother. She has gone on to
do each of my programs and I was able to
meet her in person when I ran my group
mastermind event in Sydney. To finally
meet her and see the transformation in
her was truly a highlight. It has taught
me that I can provide the resources and
I can keep holding the space for these
women but it is beyond what I do. The
transformation comes from them doing
the work. I didn’t change her life. She
did. I was simply the person who opened
the door for her.

What's next for Amy
Taylor-Kabbaz? Do you
have any exciting plans in
store for your business for
the rest of the year and
beyond?

hosted by Mum’s themselves, that way
women can sit in circle together, do one
of my meditations, fill out questions in
a workbook that I’ve created and
share and support each other.
This dream isn’t about me
at all. I don’t want to travel
around and run hundreds
of workshops. Women have
already got the answers they
need. All they need is to hold
the space for each other.

"Women have already got
the answers they need. All
they need is to hold the
space for each other."

Amy
Taylor-Kabbaz

Hopefully another book will be on it’s way
but my big passion and focus is to create in
person Mama circles. I have been feeling
the pull towards this for quite some time
now. Whilst the online world is amazing
and the connections that can be made
through online programs is life changing,
we still crave that in person connection.
Loneliness is a big struggle for Mama’s
so if we can get more women together to
have these beautiful conversations, the
work will be even more powerful.
I would love to create monthly
‘Happy Mama’ circles all over the world
inspired COACH |
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By Dina Behrman
Photography by Amanda Julca
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t was when I returned to work after
being off on maternity leave that I
realised I needed to work on my own
publicity. As a former journalist I knew
first-hand how powerful PR could be. I
had witnessed the huge impact having
the right publicity can make for my
clients, yet it was only after ditching my
career in journalism and re-launching as
a publicity coach that I finally understood
just how important it was to work on my
own publicity.
Getting featured in the press is one
of the most effective ways to position
yourself as an authority in your field. It’s
my number one method for becoming
the sought-after ‘go to’ expert and it’s
brilliant for building your email list,
growing your following on social media
and landing more clients. In getting
media features, I was able to do all of those
things which has not only helped me to
build my business, but more importantly
help other coaches and consultants to do
the same.
Here are my top tips for getting media
coverage for your business as a coach:
1. Submit a guest
post
Look for smaller blogs within your niche,
as well as larger blogging platforms that
your ideal clients are likely to be reading.
Spend some time reading posts that have
already been published to get a feel for
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what kind of articles they like before
coming up with your own ideas for guest
posts. This is as simple as following the
blog’s submission guidelines, which you
should be able to find on their website).
Some places will want you to pitch an
idea for a guest post, while others will
want you to send the finished article
itself.
Once you've submitted your post,
your work's not over. The next stage,
which is important but often forgotten
about, is promoting the guest post once
it's been published. Make sure you share
it with your newsletter subscribers, on
your social media channels, in Facebook
groups that allow promotion and
anywhere else you can think of.

"Getting featured
in the press is
one of the most
effective ways to
position yourself
as an authority in
your field."

Dina
Behrman

2. Appear on a
podcast
Podcasts are becoming increasingly
popular and there are a whole range of
podcast shows for all different kinds of
niches. Find the ones that relate to your
niche, have a listen, and then get in touch
to offer yourself as a guest. Make sure
you tell them what's in it for them if they
feature you. For example, shout about
your expert credentials and how you
could help their listeners, and let them
know that you'll share the interview with
your followers. When deciding which
ones to reach out to, remember it makes
sense to start small rather than going for
the most popular shows straight away.
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"Social media
allows us to
interact with
journalists
in a more
approachable
way."

Dina
Behrman

3. Contact your
local press
Getting featured in your local press can
be a brilliant way to give your business a
boost. I've had clients who have picked
up several new clients and made a ton of
extra sales, simply by being featured in a
local paper. Get in touch with a journalist
from whichever publication covers your
local area and send them a pitch or press
release telling them about your business.
Give them a reason to want to write about
you. For example, they could write a great
story about how your business came
about, or tell them about some work
you're doing in the local community or
an award you've won.
4. Use social
media
One of the things that people really
struggle with when it comes to doing
their own PR is knowing how to get
in touch with journalists. I know that
the idea of calling up and speaking to
a journalist can seem pretty daunting.
Luckily, social media allows us to interact
with journalists in a more approachable
way. Search for journalists from your
target publications on Twitter, and start
building up a relationship with them by
re-tweeting them and responding to any
relevant tweets.

be posting. They could be looking for an
expert to comment on confidence for a
feature and confidence is your specialist
subject. Make sure you tweet them to
offer your expertise!
5. Write a great
pitch or press
release
If you've got some news you want to
share with the press, you need to write a
great pitch or press release. If you have
something specific like the launch of a
new business, a new book, or an event that
you want to promote, a press release is the
way to go. Or if you want to suggest an
idea for a feature, you need to write a
pitch which is basically a brief outline of
your feature idea. Either way, you need to
include a compelling headline and all the
necessary information in a few succinct
and easy-to-understand paragraphs. Try
to make things as easy as possible for the
journalist, so give them all the necessary
contact information, plus include any
important dates, times or website links.
There are so many benefits to gaining
media features in your coaching business
and these suggestions are just some of the
ways that can help you get started. Start
with one of these ideas and you’ll be well
on your way to getting more clients and
boosting your business.

Keep an eye out for and respond to
any requests for information they might
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By Malaine Lea
Photography by Alice Van Schaik
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hen you think of traveling
you probably visualise
yourself relaxing on a beach,
adventuring through nature or exploring
through cultures of foreign countries.
Did you ever think that travel could
be the cornerstone to expanding and
building your business?
It can!
As a life coach, regardless of what niche
you work in, you are the generator of your
business. You have the power to create
however big or small your business will
be. As the generator it really is imperative
that you embody and become what you
are serving. Being in alignment with
who you are and what you do personally
makes a huge difference.
What you do personally (outside
of your day to day business) can be the
determining factor as to whether your
business expands, grows and thrives….
or does not.

ATTRACTION NOT
PROMOTION
Through traveling and living a freedombased lifestyle you spark curiosity and
intrigue in others. People will want
to know how you are creating such a
beautiful lifestyle. They will want to know
what gives you the capability to actually
travel. That will lead them to you, to your
business and to your programs.
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Your program does not have to do
with anything about travel however! The
travel you do can pique your potential
clients interest enough to find out more
about your business. You are embodying
experience and richness when you travel
and that attracts people to want to know
more about you. It leads them to your
door, making sales easier.

"The travel you do can
pique your potential
clients interest enough
to find out more
about your business."

As you travel, post on social media
and show people what is going on in your
life. The experiences will allow them
an inside view of what a freedom based
lifestyle is all about.

Malaine Lea

With various corporations online
today travel can be easy and affordable
while extending opportunities to
immerse in a culture that shows others
a glimpse of the freedom and adventure
being a coach allows. Whether you
venture around the world for a year or
take a month adventure, the attraction of
travel will naturally build your following
and business. The experiences of travel
create an enticing richness making you
and your business more desirable.
BUILD YOUR BUSINESS TIP #1:
Make intriguing blog posts and videos
about the locations you are in. Be sure
to put a call to action in each post that
leads directly to your newsletter and not
just your website. This will be a natural
funnel that generates traffic to your
newsletter supporting building your list
and creating new clients.
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"Travelling requires
quick adaptation
and implementation.
Learning these two
skillsets increases
your capability to
perform at a higher
level as a coach."

Malaine
Lea

BREAKING
THROUGH YOUR
COMFORT ZONE
Travelling requires quick adaptation
and implementation. Learning these
two skillsets increases your capability to
perform at a higher level as a coach. Flexing
these muscles in travel is a necessity
and requires you to automatically up
level your game. Remember you are
the generator! When you do well your
business does well! When you build
yourself personally your business builds
as well.
BUILD YOUR BUSINESS TIP #2:
Show up in the world the way you
want your clients to show up. Clients
only grow if you are growing. Clients
only break through if you are breaking
through in areas of your life too. Be the
ideal client you want to show up on your
door which includes stepping outside of
your comfort zone regularly.

THE POWER OF
CREATING SPACE
Travelling requires you to get laser
focused on what you can bring, what
you need, and what are the must haves
on your journey. Most airlines have
very strict and small baggage allowances
where you need to travel light.
This is the good news!
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Why?

Travelling light frees up more space for
the universe to deliver magic to you. It
is just like when you are holding onto
stories that disempower you. When
you release them you give space to new
empowered stories that serve you to
come forth. This new space created by
your light baggage (literally) can open
up unexpected miracles. And couldn’t
we all do with more of those!
BUILD YOUR BUSINESS TIP #3:
Building your business externally starts
internally with you. Making space for
you to explore, play and be in life is a
good way to allow the energetic flow
of business to come to you. If you have
a packed schedule and are busy all the
time with an “all work no play” policy
your business will not grow. Hovering
over a laptop is not a life most people
want and will not build your business.
Show people the balance of work and
play through travel.

YOUR NETWORK
This one is huge! By travelling around the
globe and connecting with new people
you expand your connections and reach.
The extension of your connections and
reach builds your business faster. Even
a person you meet at Starbucks can
become a potential client. (I actually
met a current client in the Starbucks in
Chiang Mai, Thailand). The power of
your email list is massive. So instead of
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exchanging numbers, exchange your list
contact information.
BUILD YOUR BUSINESS TIP
#4: Grow your network. Growing a
powerful email list is a powerful tool to
growing a powerful business. Creating
a larger network means creating a larger
list that you can grow and sell to. When
you are traveling and connecting with
more people be sure to always have your
business card ready with a link direct to
your email opt-in. You never know who
you will meet around the world it could
be your next big client. Success is when
preparation meets opportunity and when
you travel many opportunities occur.
Thailand, Europe, Australia, South
America it really does not matter where
you travel to, the experiences will support
the growth of you and naturally build
your business. As a life coach you are a
generator and when you expand so does
your business and income.
So if the truth is that travel expands
your mind and builds your business what
are waiting for?
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By Vanessa Cabrera
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e've all received one. You
Google something online,
your search begins by
scrolling through several suggested
sites. You stay on one particular website
reading, scanning, skimming through
their information. You’re interested
enough to join their list, and a millisecond
later, there it is, the welcome email. It
reads something along the lines of thanks
so much for joining our list, your privacy
is important to us; perhaps it provides
information on the company and so on.
Ok so maybe the welcome email isn't
all together dead, but the idea of simply
sending out just one email certainly is.
In this automated age, why just send
one email, when you can send a series of
emails that can turn your prospects into
paying clients?
A series of personalised automated
emails sent to your subscribers in
the order and frequency that you
decide is known as a funnel. You may
have also heard funnels referred to as
autoresponders, drip campaigns, and
triggered emails. Now there are literally
hundreds of funnels you can create to
build your business. Funnels to send
both before and after your webinars,
funnels to send after a 1:1 session, or after
a group coaching session. Funnels you
send after your students have finished
with your program. Launch funnels, reengagement funnels, flash sale funnels
(those are fun), just to name a few. But for
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this article, I’d like to focus on one of the
most important funnels to implement,
the welcome funnel.

TAKE THEM ON A
JOURNEY

When someone joins your list and they
receive your one welcome email; are you
really able to tell them everything there
is to know about who you are, what your
business is about, the digital products
you sell, the services you offer, past
clients you’ve coached and their success
stories in one email? Well I guess you
could include all of that information, but
that would be one long-ass email that,
let's be honest, no one is going to read.
This is just one reason, why you need a
"Welcome Series".

"Having an automated
welcome series gives
you the gift of time."

Vanessa
Cabrera

Whenever someone new joins
your list, the relationship begins, and
you’re now able to take this prospect
on a journey. The journey of providing
them with your best content to position
yourself as the expert that you are, to
result driven success stories of past
clients, to revealing your story and how
you got to be where you are today, and
finally providing a picture perfect no
brainer way to work with you.

DATE YOUR
PROSPECTS

I always think of a welcome funnel like
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dating. As with any new relationship,
it takes time to build. With the first
email (date), you want to make a great
first impression. You want to properly
introduce yourself, and generally keep it
light and fun. If the first date goes well,
and you left them wanting more, this
would lead to a second date (email).
On the second date, you provide your
prospect with a bit more, perhaps who’ve
you helped, how you’ve helped them,
and how far your business has come.
In theory it takes about 5 dates to
really get to know someone. And we all
know what happens on the 5th date!? In
business, it takes anywhere between 4-6
interactions before a prospect is ready
and willing to do business with you. So
why not have an automated system setup, where every new person that joins
your list will not only be welcomed in
such a way that will lead them wanting
more; but more importantly by the end
of their journey, they’ll be ready and
willing to buy from you, to book a call
with you, to book a meeting with you.
Like dating, they’ll be ready to get it on
and do business with you!

STRIKE WHILE THE
LEAD IS HOT…HOT…
HOT!

every one of them goes through a 5 day
welcome funnel. Every day for five days
they get an email from me and it begins
by them receiving the welcome email
immediately upon opting in. Did you
know that the welcome email gets the
highest open rate over any other email?
Why? Because never is a prospect's
interest in your company higher than
when they join your list. Welcome emails
generally receive an open rate anywhere
between 60-65%. That’s huge! If you’re
currently sending out newsletters, and or
promotional emails, you know how hard
it is to get a 60% open rate.
People often ask me, when is the best
time to send an email. And I always answer
them with, when your audience wants to
receive it. What happens if a lead comes
in at 4:00am, wanting more information
about your business? Are you going to
get up and out of bed to manually answer
this lead? When someone expresses
interest in you - you never want to leave
them hanging. Turning that lead into a
nurtured lead means taking actions to
make sure you are in contact with them
from the minute they reach out to when
they make a purchase or schedule that
call with you. That’s exactly what an
automated welcome series provides. It
sends out the right email, to the right
person at the right time.

Whether a new prospect joins my list
via my website, a blog post, or even
a Facebook live video link, each and
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IT GIVES YOU THE
GIFT OF TIME

Having an automated welcome series
gives you the gift of time. Imagine if you
could set up this funnel once, and know
that it’s continually working for you
while you focus your energies on other
aspects of your business, family, health,
spirituality…life. One of the main
objectives of any website should be to
capture leads. Having a welcome funnel
set-up to welcome, nurture, and convert
these leads is like having a virtual sales
rep working for you, 24/7…365 days a
year!
Now imagine instead of waking up
to an unanswered lead that came in
at 4:00am, you wake up to an email
notifying you that a prospect booked a
discovery call with you, or you woke up
to a subject line that reads, You’ve Made a
Sale! This is what an automated welcome
funnel can do. It can turn your prospects
into paying customers automatically,
even while you sleep.
Remember, social media is merely a
platform, a platform for prospects to join
your list. Make no mistake about it, your
sales come from…email!
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Sas Petherick is unconditionally committed to your self-belief. She is a
Coach for Thinking Humans & Mentor for Thoughtful Coaches and deftly
guides her clients out of the mire of self-doubt. With a Master's degree
in Coaching and Mentoring from Oxford Brookes University, and as a
Certified Dr Martha Beck Coach, her approach is heartfelt and effective,
deeply intuitive and immediately applicable to your life.
There are treats available just for readers of Inspired Coach at www.
saspetherick.com/inspired
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The Client Case
Jeff, a manager in a logistics company,
had sought out coaching after being
promoted. He had inherited a team of
programmers and felt quite capable
discussing their technical concerns,
but his main mission at work was to
get through the day without offending
anyone.
Jeff said he didn’t find it easy to talk
to his colleagues, and found giving
difficult-to-hear feedback excruciating.
He described the whole performance
review process as ‘a nightmare’. During
a particularly fraught discussion, he
had even noticed his childhood stutter
return. This prompted him to seek out
coaching support.
During our first session, we talked
about what Jeff had learned about
conflict from his family: ‘Well, my Dad
was an old-school Yorkshireman and he
didn’t say much. We talked about cricket
and how much better I could be doing
at school. I don’t think he was a very
happy man; he liked his beer and when
he drank, he would become belligerent
and judgmental. Dad liked to have a go
at me. I guess I was an easy target for him.
I tried to avoid him as much as possible.’
As he talked, Jeff made the link that
he never wanted to cause anyone feel
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like he had felt around his Dad: ‘I can’t
believe how much influence he still has.’
Most people don’t like conflict and
most of us try to reduce instances of it.
People tend to avoid conflict because of
a few core reasons:
++ A fear of aggression (in themselves
or the other party)
++ Being unpracticed and uncertain in
situations that feel contentious
++ Fear of embarrassment or getting
upset
++ Worn out from trying
++ A belief the issue cannot be resolved
++ A belief the issue will solve itself in
time.
We learn how to be with conflict
from our formative relationships. How
disagreements were treated in our family
can provide the keys to understanding
how we approach conflict as adults.
Often, we find our childhood
coping mechanisms become our default
response to conflict as adults. If conflict
led to chaos or upset in our childhood
home, like Jeff, we might find ourselves
expelling a lot of energy avoiding any
issues that feel risky. Of course, avoiding
any kind of conflict doesn’t usually
reduce tension. Unresolved issues can
feed resentment, creating a sense of

mistrust and separateness, or even an
uncontrolled blow-up (often the very
thing we were trying to avoid). Not
discussing contentious issues can also
establish unspoken ‘rules’ where there
are topics that are off-limits for the
relationship.
Jeff could see that by trying very hard
to avoid conflict, he was creating a huge
amount of it within himself. He was
just completely unpracticed at having
difficult conversations.

The conflict avoiding
Coach:
I’m going to assume that one of the
reasons you became a coach was a simple
and heartfelt desire to help others. But
what if that sometimes involves being
deep in your own discomfort?
In my own experience and in my
mentoring work with coaches, I’ve found
that we all have places we hold back from
going with our clients. Often this is about
protecting ourselves from some risk of
conflict. We don’t want to be the cause of
discomfort.
Of course, it’s completely reasonable
to worry about unnecessarily upsetting
our beloved clients, and there may be
some practice required to offer difficult

feedback in a non-judgmental way.
However, it’s important to weigh this risk
against that of a missed opportunity for
our clients to gain a deeper understanding
of themselves. There is real courage in
offering an observation that our clients
would not hear from anyone else, and
this can often be a hidden treasure for
them. Every coach has a different tender
spot when it comes to the places they
avoid going with their clients. Creating a
reflective practice can reveal a lot about
where you might be holding back.
Spend 10 minutes immediately after
coaching sessions considering what
happened, and see what comes up. Here
are some questions to reflect on:
What worked? How do you know? What
didn't work? How do you know? What do
you wish you had said or done differently?
A reflective practice can lead to five
important outcomes that have a huge
impact on the effectiveness of your
coaching:
1. take responsibility for your
thoughts, feelings and behaviours.
2. gain awareness of your underlying
assumptions, notice patterns of
responses and tune in to your
blind spots.
3. consider how your own experience
impacts your coaching work.
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4. develop the capacity to learn from
and utilise your vulnerabilities.

(below) is a helpful start point to make
sense of how you approach conflict.

5. consider the changes you might
make, and experiment with
implementing change.

3. Embrace intention: when you are
preparing for a conversation that
may be contentious, get intentional.
How do you want to feel after the
conversation? What is the most
important outcome for you? Why
does that matter? What are you afraid
of?

I’ve found that as I have expanded my
capacity to be with my own discomfort,
my clients are better able to make the
transformation they came for.

Tools and techniques for
the conflict avoiding
Client (and Coach):
Our blueprint for how we see conflict
- a healthy part of any relationship, or
something to be avoided at all costs - was
learnt in childhood. How we respond as
adults, is often influenced by these beliefs
and patterns.

Further exploration:

++ Thomas-Killman Conflict Mode
++ The Seven Principles for Making
Marriage Work by John Gottman
++ The Dance of Anger by Harriet
Lerner
++ Nonviolent Communication: a
Language of Life by Marshall B.
Rosenberg

Here are some suggested approaches:
1. Reflect on your own conflict blueprint:
what did you learn about conflict from
your family? How did each member of
your family treat conflict? What have
you learnt from the significant people
in your life subsequently?
2. Uncover your conflict style: the
Thomas-Killman conflict mode
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